Players in the online ad ecosystem are struggling to acquire the user data required for precise targeting. Audience look-alike modeling has the potential to alleviate this issue, but models' performance strongly depends on quantity and quality of available data. In order to maximize the predictive performance of our look-alike modeling algorithms, we propose two novel hybrid filtering techniques that utilize the recent neural probabilistic language model algorithm doc2vec. We apply these methods to data from a large mobile ad exchange and additional app metadata acquired from the Apple App store and Google Play store. First, we model mobile app users through their app usage histories and app descriptions (user2vec). Second, we introduce context awareness to that model by incorporating additional user and app-related metadata in model training (context2vec). Our findings are threefold: (1) the quality of recommendations provided by user2vec is notably higher than current state-of-the-art techniques. (2) User representations generated through hybrid filtering using doc2vec prove to be highly valuable features in supervised machine learning models for look-alike modeling. This represents the first application of hybrid filtering user models using neural probabilistic language models, specifically doc2vec, in look-alike modeling. (3) Incorporating context metadata in the doc2vec model training process to introduce context awareness has positive effects on performance and is superior to directly including the data as features in the downstream supervised models.
INTRODUCTION
10 years ago, the launch of the first iPhone heralded the era of the smartphone. Nowadays, more than 80% of British adults own one and collectively look at their screens more than a billion times a day [20] . Over the last years, the steep climb in smartphone usage has mainly been driven by mobile apps [8] . Naturally, this has made mobile applications a popular advertising medium, resulting in ever larger parts of advertising budgets being allocated to advertisements in apps (in-app ads) [10] . Online advertising in general and mobile/in-app advertising in particular allow for unprecedented targeting of users, such as geospatial targeting, which promises to increase ad effectiveness [14] .
In-app ad space can be (1) directly sold to advertisers, (2) dynamically allocated through the publisher's advertising network (ad network), (3) or through a combination of both. Ad networks are organisations that aim to establish a connection between publishers and advertisers. They typically act as cross-functional entities * The author conducted this research during an internship at MediaGamma Ltd.
that aggregate publishers' inventory and sell it in bundled form to advertisers to match their demand. Matching of supply and demand is facilitated by technology platforms that are referred to as "supply-side" and "demand-side" platforms. While supplyside platforms (SSP) enable automation of selling of ad inventory (publisher-side), demand-side platforms (DSP) are their counterparts on the advertiser-side that automatize purchasing of ad space. Typically, SSPs and DSPs are connected through intermediaries acting as brokers ultimately performing the matching of supply and demand: ad exchanges (ADX). Generally, ad exchanges take the role of aggregators that facilitate purchasing and selling of ad space across advertising networks. For reasons of efficiency, in online advertising transactions are increasingly being automatized through the usage of ADX. On ad exchanges, selling and buying of ad space happens on a per-impression basis, in real-time and through an auction process. Therefore, this process is commonly referred to as "real-time bidding" (RTB) [5] .
A large and strongly growing part of in-app ads are allocated through RTB [6] . In real-time bidding, single ad impressions are usually sold to the highest bidding advertiser in fractions of a second through auctions. Naturally, prerequisite for a successful matching of publishers' and advertisers' needs is the provision of data that specifies both supply and demand. Consequently, when a user generates an impression in an app, the corresponding publisher sends an ad request containing user and context-related information to the ad exchange. The ad exchange then sends a bid request to advertisers, requesting the bid and an advertisement that is displayed in case the auction is won. When the ad exchange finds a match based on both sides' provided data, the auction winner's advertisement is displayed and he pays the corresponding price. 1 This price may strongly depend on the characteristics of the user that generated the impression. Advertisers are willing to pay a premium for accurate targeting of users as it enables them to minimize wastage. Therefore, the publisher side puts great effort into collecting highquality user data, which is crucial for targeting. However, this is a challenging task as users are typically reluctant to provide data about themselves. Nevertheless, the fact that detailed information is available for some users enables the use of audience look-alike modeling techniques to conclude on characteristics of others. Thereby statistical and machine learning techniques are used to, at least temporarily, impute missing user data with predictions derived from other users. Approaches to look-alike modeling come from a wide range of methods [34] [16] [22] . However, what all approaches have in common is that, the more data there is available and the higher the quality of the data, the better these algorithms can recognize patterns and perform the predictive task.
The improvement of look-alike models through maximizing quantity and quality of user data is directly related to this research. We aim to optimize the representation of users through data enhancement in order to maximize the performance of existing supervised machine learning models for look-alike modeling that predict gender and age of users in an RTB context. We do so by taking a recommendation system stance to user modeling, arguing that users' behaviors reflect their characteristics. In the context of in-app advertising, user behavior is expressed through the usage of mobile applications, i.e. users' app usage histories. This data would suffice to compute user and app representations following a collaborative filtering approach. However, in order to obtain a more fine-grained picture of users we acquire metadata of apps they used from the Google Play store and Apple App store. This supplementary app information would allow us to take a contentbased filtering approach. Still, the weaknesses of both collaborative and content-based filtering are well-known and critical [1] . Therefore, we propose two novel hybrid filtering approaches that aim to overcome these issues and eventually improve the representation of users. We model users as (1) sequences of descriptions of apps they previously used (user2vec) and, additionally, (2) user and app metadata (context2vec). We do so by employing techniques for feature extraction from text, specifically the neural probabilistic language model algorithm doc2vec, to generate numeric vector representations of users in a hybrid filtering way. Our proposed methods overcome key shortcomings of existing approaches and close notable gaps in literature: (1) current techniques require crude forms of aggregation to model users, deteriorating the quality of user representations. ( 2) The application of neural probabilistic language models and especially doc2vec in hybrid filtering is yet widely unexplored. ( 3) The inclusion of contextual metadata in model training to introduce context awareness has not been investigated so far. (4) Hybrid filtering user models using neural probabilistic language models in look-alike modeling are yet entirely uncovered in literature. We answer three research questions (R1, R2, R3) in order to assess the performance of our proposed approaches both qualitatively in a recommendation system setting and quantitatively by using them as features in named machine learning models for look-alike modeling:
• R1: In a recommendation system setting, does modeling users as sets of descriptions of items they previously used (user2vec) and additional metadata (context2vec) improve the quality of recommendations provided by the system compared to only using non-descriptive user-item interactions?
• R2: Does modeling users as sets of descriptions of items they previously used and using the generated feature vectors in a downstream supervised task of user look-alike modeling improve predictive performance?
• R3: Can additional contextual user and item metadata be included in user models so that performance of downstream supervised models is improved further?
In the remainder of this paper, we first provide the reader with the technical preliminaries required for the understanding of the methods used in this research (section 2). Then, we discuss related work that has been done in the field and particularly focus on the application of neural probabilistic language models in recommendation systems (section 3). Subsequently, we describe the methodology of this work (section 4), including details on our approaches, their contributions, the experiments as well as the data. Finally, we present and discuss the results (section 5) and provide a conclusion (section 6).
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Neural Probabilistic Language Models
A neural probabilistic language model (NPLM) is a type of language model that is based on a neural network, leveraging its capability to model high-dimensional discrete distributions [3] . The idea of NPLMs is based on the distributional hypothesis, suggesting that words appearing in a similar context are similar in meaning [35] . This is put into practice by using a neural network to extract linguistic similarities and semantic information from word co-occurrences, resulting in low-dimensional, fixed-length numeric vectors (neural text embeddings). There exists a variety of state-of-the-art NPLM algorithms with word2vec [26] and its extension doc2vec (paragraph2vec, sentence2vec) [19] arguably being the most prominent representatives. Both algorithms have shown to be of great value across a variety of domains, including machine translation [25] and sentiment analysis [37] [19] . We provide a brief overview of word2vec and doc2vec and refer the interested reader to the original publications for details.
word2vec
The word2vec algorithm uses a shallow neural network to generate distributed, numeric vector representations of words in multidimensional space. Originally, two similar neural network architectures to generate these embeddings were proposed: continuous bag of words (CBOW) and skip-gram (SG). Since CBOW and SG follow the same principle but in reversed ways, we elaborate CBOW in more detail and limit the explanation of the skip-gram model to the points that differ notably from CBOW. First, each token of the vocabulary V of the text corpus is mapped to a randomly initialized weight vector, which constitutes a column in the weight matrix W of the neural network. A given word is denoted as w t while its context c t,n of window size n is composed of (w t −n , ..., w t +n ). In the CBOW model, a target word w t is predicted given its context c t,n . The CBOW neural network architecture to achieve this is fully connected and has one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. 2 Assuming a single-word context for simplification (only one W at the input layer instead of n weight matrices in a multi-word context), the input layer x is a one-hot encoded vector of |V | dimensions. The hidden layer size is N and can be treated as a parameter that determines the dimensionality of the word embeddings. Terming the weight matrix between input and hidden layer W and the one between hidden and output layer W ′ , highlighting that there is a linear activation function at the hidden layer and a softmax function at the output layer, computations are as follows: 3
In the optimization process, the objective function, or equivalently its log-likelihood form, is maximized 4 :
The optimization problem can be solved with, for instance, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with back propagation. After training, the hidden states b of each word represent the N -dimensional word embeddings.
The formulation of the skip-gram model is exactly reversed to CBOW. In SG, each context word is predicted from a target word. Therefore, while there is always only one input vector x of length |V |, there are n output vectors (context window size) of length |V | where each represents a Multinomial distribution. The formulation of the objective function only differs marginally from CBOW by accounting for the reversed problem formulation:
doc2vec
Essentially, doc2vec extends word2vec by another input to the model, which is a unique, randomly initialized numeric vector, representing the document the target word is part of. This allows for considering each document as a dedicated element in the learning process. Similar to word2vec, the authors provide two variants of doc2vec that realize this in slightly different ways: distributed memory (DM) and distributed bag of words (DBOW). In a DM model, the document vector x p , where p is the number of documents in the corpus, is treated as an additional input analogue to a word. Therefore, b, the hidden states, now depend on both word input vectors and the document input vector. Since a document vector is shared among all words/contexts sampled from that document and word vectors are shared across all documents these words occur in, this can be thought of as realizing a memory function. At the hidden layer, the inputs are concatenated or averaged, depending on the specific implementation. Finally, they are passed to the softmax function at the output layer. The DBOW variant is simpler and trains faster. In this model, context words are ignored at input level, but only the document vector is used as input. Then the model is trained through predicting a word sampled from a randomly chosen window from the input document. 
RELATED WORK
Traditionally, user modeling is the domain of recommendation systems. The most prevalent techniques in this field are contentbased filtering (CBF) and collaborative filtering (CF). Furthermore, these methods have been blended into hybrid approaches (HF) [7] . Content-based filtering is characterized by the utilization of item and user data to construct corresponding profiles. The system then recommends items that match users' profiles (item-to-user) [1] . In contrast, collaborative filtering is independent of content, but solely relies on the usage patterns of users and items. Therefore, recommendations are purely based on the similarity (e.g. cosine similarity) of user or item vectors (user-to-user, item-to-item) of a user-item matrix (history matrix) [40] . In the last years, techniques originating from natural language processing (NLP) have gained popularity in the field of recommendation systems. In content-based filtering, NLP methods are used to generate numeric representations from textual elements of user and item profiles. Less intuitively, NLP techniques also find application in collaborative filtering, such as for the purpose of reducing the dimensionality and sparsity of user and item vectors.
Initially, the bag of words (BOW) model found popular application in CBF [27] [23] [21] . In order to overcome this representations' lack of incorporation of term importance, the term weighting scheme TF-IDF 5 was used to encode textual corpora in contentbased recommendation tasks [42] [31] . Both BOW and TF-IDF typically result in high-dimensional, sparse vectors. Furthermore, both methods assume independence of terms and fail to capture complex elements of language such as semantic similarities. Latent semantic models such as the SVD-based 6 latent semantic analysis (LSA) [9] and the probabilistically motivated latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [4] build upon BOW and TF-IDF and attempt to eliminate their weaknesses in text feature extraction. Furthermore, LSA and LDA have also found application in collaborative filtering [13] [36] [18] [33] [41] . However, critical weaknesses such as ignorance of (word) order, requirement of prior knowledge of the number of topics in the corpus, the implicit assumption of exchangeability of words and unfavorable scaling properties remain. These drawbacks have spurred the invention and development of neural probabilistic language models. NPLMs have shown performance competitive and often superior to state-of-the-art methods while being highly efficient [24] [26] [2] . The great popularity of neural text embeddings in NLP and the conceptual similarity of generating embeddings from sequences of words and generating embeddings from arbitrary sequences have motivated researching NPLMs' application in fields only distantly related to natural language processing such as computer vision [38] and recommendation systems [ There are numerous reasons why the application of NPLMs in recommendation settings may be attractive. First, NPLM algorithms generate dense, fixed-length vectors of arbitrary dimensions, solving the sparsity problem in collaborative filtering and extracting features from textual elements in content-based filtering. Second, due to the usage of shallow neural networks, they are fast to train even at large scale. Third, vectors generated by NPLMs are intuitively interpretable when projected onto low-dimensional space. Fourth, neural network language models consider the order of elements. Overall, NPLMs have shown quality of results en par or even superior to existing methods in recommendation settings [2] [29] while being highly efficient. The application of NPLMs in recommendation systems may not be obvious at first. The idea is that the principle of the distributional hypothesis can be applied to arbitrary sequences whose elements are related to one another following a pattern. Since this is the case for usage and purchasing histories, neural network language models are able to generate sensible vector representations of users and items from that data. Recommendations can then be inferred from generated embeddings by computing the normalized cosine similarity of embedding vectors.
Mapping a recommendation task to a format suitable for NPLM algorithms can be achieved in various ways. In [29] , Musto et al. use word2vec in a content-based recommendation setting. They associate each item with a corresponding article from Wikipedia, whose words are used as input to the word2vec algorithm. Vectors of words contained in an item description are then aggregated by averaging to generate a vector representation of each item. Users are modeled as the centroids of all vectors of items they purchased. Similarly, the same authors use (stacked) summations to aggregate word embeddings on item and user level in [28] . These approaches have a number of drawbacks. First, they employ word2vec, which forces them to perform crude aggregations of vectors on higher levels. Aggregating embeddings in this form deteriorates their quality by, for instance, losing encoded order of elements. Second, they use Wikipedia descriptions of items instead of text specifically tailored to these items. Due to their encyclopedic nature, Wikipedia articles are written to generalize well. However, generalistic item descriptions may lead to failure to differentiate between items of the same type (e.g. different kinds of software being associated with the description of "software"). This indicates that their approach is unlikely to be applicable in practice.
Grbovic et al. [12] follow a pure collaborative filtering approach using word2vec, solely relying on the user-item matrix. Again, due to the use of word2vec they must employ some form of aggregation to model users. They do so by considering users as centroids of vectors of items they used. Similar approaches are taken by Barkan et al. [2] and Ozsoy [30] . All these pure collaborative filtering approaches exclusively rely on the user-item matrix. This poses a problem when items have only been used a few times or not at all (item cold start) or when new users enter the system (user cold start). Furthermore, they do not allow for direct item-to-user recommendations.
Only very little notable research has yet explored the potential of applying NPLMs tailored to encode blocks of text in recommendation systems and user modeling. In [32] , Phi et al. successfully use doc2vec in a collaborative filtering task. They do so by treating items as words that form a document, which represents a user. We refer to this approach as d2v:CF. By using doc2vec they overcome the issue of modeling users through crude aggregations, such as summation or averaging, which are required when using word2vec. Instead, both item and user vectors are directly generated by the doc2vec algorithm. The similarity of users depends on the items they previously used. Likewise, the similarity of items results from their co-occurrence in users' usage histories. The method of Phi et al. essentially represents the state of the art of using doc2vec in a recommendation system setting, however, still suffers from the typical weaknesses of collaborative filtering.
The presented applications of neural network language models in recommendation systems show that current approaches are flawed or come with significant drawbacks. Furthermore, it highlights current unexplored areas of research:
(1) Currently, word2vec is still the dominant algorithm among NPLMs for recommendation tasks. However, word2vec does not provide a natural way of generating vectors for blocks of text. This leads to the necessity of crude aggregations for modeling users and even items in some settings, deteriorating embedding quality.
(2) What is more, yet NPLMs have almost exclusively been applied in collaborative filtering. So far, applications in contentbased filtering used suboptimal datasets (Musto et al. [29] using Wikipedia descriptions) and/or employed cumbersome and questionable stacked aggregations to generate item and user vectors. Especially NPLMs tailored to blocks of text (doc2vec) lack investigation in recommendation tasks other than collaborative filtering. To the best of our knowledge, applications of doc2vec in hybrid filtering are entirely unexplored so far.
(3) On top of item descriptions, often there is contextual metadata on items and users available. However, yet research lacks investigation of incorporating context metadata into training of NPLMs to introduce context awareness.
(4) Furthermore, user models generated through hybrid filtering methods employing NPLMs have not yet been used in look-alike modeling.
The doc2vec algorithm offers a natural way of directly generating embeddings for items and users without the need for aggregation. What is more, it allows for including basically arbitrary user and item information, facilitating the construction of user and item models following a hybrid filtering approach. A hybrid filtering technique using doc2vec enables joint encoding of usage patterns and item descriptions. The novel approaches we propose in this research aim to exploit these properties to eliminate the highlighted flaws of current techniques and contribute to closing the identified gaps in literature.
METHODOLOGY 4.1 Proposed Approaches
We propose two hybrid filtering approaches based on doc2vec that remedy the discussed shortcomings of existing methods and allow for investigation of the effect of joint encoding of heterogeneous information. The first approach, termed "user2vec", uses item descriptions and usage histories to model users while the second, "context2vec", additionally utilizes further metadata on items and users in an attempt to incorporate context into the model. 4.1.1 user2vec. We showed that recommendation systems that are based on NPLMs yield state-of-the-art performance. However, existing approaches limit themselves either to content-based filtering or to collaborative filtering. Content-based filtering techniques so far employed word2vec, leading to the issue of deteriorating embedding quality through crude aggregations of vectors on user level. Also, their purely content-based nature does not enable them to leverage information on user-item interactions. On the other hand, existing collaborative filtering methods, such as d2v:CF by Phi et al. [32] , fail to capture similarities of items that have not been used together. For instance, a car racing and a motorcycle racing game are similar by nature, however, CF may be unable to capture this in case of one of them being little popular hence only showing few usages. These deficits stress the necessity of formulating a hybrid filtering method based on doc2vec, combining CF and CBF. A thorough combination would provide a more reasonable measure of similarity by taking into account both similarity of content and similarity of usage patterns. Therefore, we propose user2vec. This approach combines user-item usage information and item descriptions by jointly encoding them using doc2vec. First, analogue to standard content-based filtering methods, we consider each item j to be represented by its textual description d j .
Then, in order to jointly encode user-item interactions and item descriptions, we model each user u k as sequence of descriptions of items they previously used F .
We can then use this corpus of models u k of length |U | (number of unique users) to train a doc2vec model as described in the preliminaries section by considering each user a document. Subsequently, the trained model allows us to perform inference to obtain vectors for arbitrary users and items. Through this novel formulation, the generated embeddings express the entire pool of heterogeneous information that is typically available in recommendation systems (user-item matrix, item descriptions) in a clean and coherent way. The user2vec approach has numerous advantages, such as (1) establishing and encoding the relationship between descriptive item information and usage patterns, (2) avoiding suboptimal forms of vector aggregations, (3) providing user-to-user, item-to-item and item-to-user recommendations through users and items sharing the same vector space and (4) alleviating the item cold start problem.
context2vec.
Apart from item descriptions and usage histories, often there are further variables available that provide context information in the form of meta data. This yields the potential of ultimately providing a more holistic picture by encoding the relationship between the entities in context. However, current approaches do not include additional context data in training of the embedding models. Therefore, we investigate establishing context awareness in hybrid filtering using doc2vec by incorporating supplementary metadata with the aim of improving the vector representations of users. Concretely, this is realized through extending user2vec. In this approach, we model items i j as sequences of their textual descriptions d j and metadata m i j .
Subsequently, we formulate user models as sequences of descriptions and corresponding metadata of items i j they previously used. Moreover, we add meta information m u k (e.g. city, operating system) of the respective user u k .
Again, after training a doc2vec model on the corpus consisting of all user representations u k , we can perform inference to compute any user and item embedding vector. On top of establishing the relationship between usage patterns and item descriptions, this novel approach attempts to introduce context awareness through incorporating user and item meta information. The joint encoding of all available data promises to provide a complete picture of users in the form of fixed length numeric vectors. Furthermore, context2vec does not only alleviate the item cold start problem (as in user2vec), but also eases the user cold start by building a basic user profile through user metadata without requiring any information on item usage.
Experiments
In our experiments, we attempt to answer three related research questions (R1, R2, R3) with the purpose of assessing the contributions of our proposed approaches in recommendation system settings and in predictive look-alike modeling tasks.
R1:
In a recommendation system setting, does modeling users as sets of descriptions of items they previously used (user2vec) and additional metadata (context2vec) improve the quality of recommendations provided by the system compared to only using nondescriptive user-item interactions (d2v:CF)? In this research, we model users by taking a recommendation system stance. Therefore, it is only natural that we perform qualitative assessment by comparing the quality of recommendations provided by our proposed approaches for different tasks: item-to-item, user-to-user and item-to-user recommendations. Furthermore, we benchmark them against the current state of the art of applying doc2vec in recommendation systems, Phi et al. 's d2v:CF [32] .
R2:
Does modeling users as sets of descriptions of items they previously used and using the generated feature vectors in a downstream supervised task of user look-alike modeling improve predictive performance? First, we generate feature vectors from item descriptions using a number of baseline approaches (TF-IDF, LSA, LDA, word2vec 7 ) and aggregate them on user level by computing the centroid of vectors of items a user previously used. Additionally, we include the collaborative filtering method d2v:CF and the novel hybrid filtering approach user2vec in our evaluation. Finally, the generated vector representations are used as additional features in supervised machine learning models for look-alike modeling. These models and the evaluation of our approaches are discussed in subsequent sections.
R3:
Can additional contextual user and item metadata be included in user models so that performance of downstream supervised models is improved further? It is investigated whether using the context-aware user model (context2vec) in the downstream supervised task further improves predictive performance. We compare the results to the best performing models from R2. Furthermore, we concatenate the feature vectors generated by these contextunaware models with conventional categorical and continuous representations of the additional metadata used in context2vec.
Thereby we directly include them as features in the supervised task without incorporating them in the doc2vec model training. This supplementary comparison allows us to additionally determine if including metadata in doc2vec model training performs better than including it as categorical or continuous numeric features directly in the supervised models in a conventional manner. Evaluation is conducted analogue to R2.
4.2.4
Evaluation. For R1, similar to [2] , we first qualitatively investigate the performance in user-to-user, item-to-item and itemto-user recommendation tasks by drawing random samples from the user and item pool for each approach. Then the quality of recommendations is compared between methods. We assume high quality recommendations to be closely related to the sampled entities topic-wise. Additionally, in the course of evaluating the results of R2 and R3, we assess the contributions of these approaches and baselines to improvements in predictive performance of supervised machine learning models for look-alike modeling by including the generated user vectors as features. These look-alike modeling algorithms are developed and used in practice by the London-based ad-tech company MediaGamma. Their models predict gender and age group of users and provide a means to evaluate the vectors resulting from the baselines and our proposed approaches in practice. Since they frame the predictive task as a binary classification problem, they use 9 different logistic regression models, one for each gender and age group, predicting true/false. The labeled data (seed users) is split into train and test data. Then, each model's optimum parameters are chosen using grid search and k-fold cross validation on the train dataset. Eventually, the trained models' performance is evaluated on the test set. Since each of the 9 predictive tasks is a binary classification problem with considerably imbalanced and equally weighted classes, we choose AUC-ROC 8 as evaluation metric [15] .
4.2.5
Hyperparameter Optimization. Since the user vectors are ultimately used in the downstream task of look-alike modeling, the hyperparameters of the algorithms used to generate them are optimized such that the average of the AUC-ROC metric across all predictive models is maximized. Due to the vast space of potentially optimum values, the great number of different models, the large size of the data and the consequential extensive training times, we limit the extent of the tuning procedure to knowingly highly important hyperparameters. For others we select default/medium-range values. For each hyperparameter that is subject to tuning, we define a reasonable range of values. Then we use grid search and k-fold cross validation to find the optimum values in the defined spaces.
4.2.6 Data. We use two different datasets. Our base dataset (RTB dataset) is provided by a large European mobile ad exchange and comprises of bid requests on ad impressions. The supplementary dataset containing metadata of mobile applications mentioned in the bid requests is acquired from the Google Play store and the Apple App store (app metadata).
The RTB dataset is a collection of bid requests on ad impressions in mobile applications, geographically limited to the United Kingdom. MediaGamma uses this dataset in their predictive machine learning models for look-alike modeling. However, they typically 8 Area Under the Curve -Receiver Operating Characteristic only consider the data of the preceding week for the weekly model training. This selection has shown to yield close-to-optimum results while reducing data size to a better manageable amount of a few terabytes (TB). We follow this approach and only use a single week in our experiments (29 th May to 4 th June 2017) to remain close to its practical purpose and at the same time reduce computational efforts to a reasonable extent. The data of one week contains approximately 2,000,000,000 samples. One sample is one bid request for ad space of the inventory of a mobile publisher recorded by the ad exchange. A part of the variables included in a bid request contains information on the user triggering the request, such as city and operating system (OS). However, there are two kinds of users: known users (seed users), which is the smaller part, and unknown users. Bid requests on ad impressions generated by seed users additionally contain data on gender and age of the user. Each bid request represents an interaction of a user, uniquely identified by the variable IFA, and a mobile application (item), identified by its bundleID. In this research, we are interested in modeling a user based on the apps he used. Therefore, we only consider unique interactions of users and apps, i.e. unique combinations of IFA and bundleID, leaving us with roughly 4,000,000 entries. The fact that global unique identifiers of apps, their bundleIDs, are contained in the RTB dataset provides us with the opportunity to obtain additional metadata on the corresponding mobile apps.
Therefore, mobile application metadata is acquired through official and inofficial APIs of the Google Play store and Apple App store using apps' bundleIDs. The resulting dataset comprises of the variables app description, genre, average rating, number of ratings, price and bundleID. We remove mobile apps whose description is in a language other than English (~5%) since dealing with textual corpora of different languages in machine learning introduces significant noise and is an active area of research by itself. Subsequently, the RTB dataset is joined with the metadata on bundleID, dropping all bid requests that are not related to a bundleID that could be scraped. Furthermore, we exclude users that have only used very few different apps (less than 3) as this lack of information would not allow us to conclude on their characteristics in a meaningful way. This leaves us with a dataset of approximately 2,150,000 unique interactions of users and apps as a combination of 555,000 unique users (IFAs) and 8,200 unique apps (bundleIDs).
We only make use of a limited number of variables available in the data. Whereas we use all scraped variables from the app metadata, we select only IFA, city and OS from the RTB dataset. This small selection is based on the fact that, since we aim to model users, only directly user-related data is relevant. Furthermore, among the user-related variables, some only contain one value (e.g. country, language), others mostly contain unique values (e.g. IP address) and some are highly unlikely to be relevant to differentiate users (e.g. OS version number) or already included in another form (e.g. region). For seed users there are age and gender information additionally available. However, since we intend to predict these variables in parts of our evaluation, we do not include them in the data used for model training. This leaves us with the following selection: bundleID, app description, genre, average rating, number of ratings, price, IFA, operating system, city. techniques are applied to this data: app descriptions are first tokenized, then stop words, short tokens and numbers are removed before each token is lowercased and lemmatized. Depending on the specific task, other variables are either binned and converted to strings or directly used as numeric or categorical features. Tables 1 and 2 show the top three recommendations 9 (i.e. most similar apps) for two randomly sampled apps in order of descending similarity. In both test cases, d2v:CF recommends mostly unrelated mobile apps. In contrast, user2vec suggests apps that are highly related to the benchmark app. The context2vec approach performs well for App 1, however, recommendations for App 2 seem to be unrelated. Overall, the incorporation of app descriptions into model training seems to put user2vec and context2vec at a notable advantage in this task. However, including metadata in addition to app descriptions, as in context2vec, may introduce noise that lowers the ability of the system to predict topic-related items again.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

5.1.2
User-to-User. Analogous to the item-to-item recommendation task, we randomly choose two users (User 1 -IFA: 2CD2C633-2FD5-43EF-AC27-69D4095AEB93, User 2 -IFA: 6161921F-BA2D-43DE-B07B-9A0F8E89154D) and compare derived recommendations. Tables 3 and 4 show the app usage histories of the users most similar to the benchmark users by normalized cosine similarity ("neighbors": SIM 1, SIM 2, SIM 3). These mobile applications can be considered recommendations to the benchmark users. The app usage histories of the neighbors partly overlap and are generally highly similar to benchmark users'. The approach d2v:CF seems to produce homogeneous recommendations, i.e. recommendations that are highly related to benchmark users' used apps. The user2vec method provides slightly more heterogeneous app suggestions such as a foto editing app or a music making game (User 1) that still seem to fit to the user profile. The recommendations of context2vec appear to be drifting further off. For example, it suggests a picture quiz game and a skill game to User 1, whose profile shows a strong 9 We replaced the original app names by descriptive names for better understanding. [11] , it contributes serendipity, whose absence is often criticized in systems that issue overly homogeneous suggestions.
5.1.3
Item-to-User. For the qualitative assessment of item-touser recommendations we use the same randomly sampled benchmark users as in the previous task to gain an additional element to compare the results to. Tables 5 and 6 show the recommendations. The results show that d2v:CF does not provide sensible recommendations whereas the recommendations of user2vec and context2vec seem reasonable. This result was expected as d2v:CF employs pure collaborative filtering, which does not allow for direct, reasonable assessment of similarity between users and items. In contrast, user2vec explicitly builds user and item profiles in the same vector space using app descriptions and, additionally, metadata in context2vec. This hybrid filtering nature puts them at a significant advantage by enabling direct item-to-user recommendations. Table 6 : Apps most similar to User 2. Figure 1 : Projection of elements of arithmetic operations on user and app vectors generated by user2vec using tDistributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE).
Building user and item profiles and having them share the same vector space also allows for performing intuitive arithmetic operations on users and apps. For instance, in Figure 1 we exemplary perform the following simple mathematical operation using vectors 10 generated from user2vec:
U ser A ≈ U ser B + App X Naturally, as our assessment is of qualitative nature and the size of the random samples is small, these observations cannot be taken as certain. Nevertheless, the results of this experiment indicate that, whereas the collaborative filtering approach d2v:CF yields good user-to-user recommendations, it performs poorly in the item-toitem and item-to-user case. In contrast to d2v:CF's pure reliance on user-item interactions, our novel hybrid filtering approaches, user2vec and context2vec, make use of app usage histories and app descriptions respectively additionally user and app metadata. As we have seen, this enables them to perform well in any kind of recommendation task, acknowledging R1. Furthermore, the possibility of performing arithmetic operations on users and apps fosters tangibility of the results and may find useful application in practice. Besides that, it is notable that the inclusion of metadata as in context2vec does not seem to give it an edge over only using app descriptions as in user2vec. This may be due to the additional metadata being of low quality, inadequate for this task or introducing noise. Table 7 : R2. Absolute change compared to the zero-baseline (None) in AUC-ROC score for each task and method.
R2: Hybrid Filtering in Look-Alike Modeling
zero-baseline (None). Averaging TF-IDF values across used apps for aggregation on user level outperforms all other approaches. This method relatively improves the zero-baseline by 1.91% AUC-ROC (1.08% absolutely) on average across all models. Therefore, R2 can be acknowledged: modeling users using descriptions of apps they previously used is beneficial for the predictive performance of the downstream supervised models. The benchmark approach d2v:CF shows results almost en par with TF-IDF. This is especially interesting as TF-IDF and d2v:CF model distinct aspects of the data. Whereas TF-IDF summarizes the content of app descriptions in a crude way, d2v:CF explicitly does not consider any meaningful textual content but only user-item interactions. In contrast, user2vec, which includes app descriptions in the modeling process, leads to smaller improvements than TF-IDF and d2v:CF. Since user2vec considers both user-item interactions and app descriptions (hybrid filtering) it was originally expected to perform best as it was thought to have the potential to encode most information jointly. What strengthened this believe was that it provided excellent results in the recommendation tasks of R1. However, the attempt to include more information in the model might have lead to the introduction of more noise, leading to poorer performance. This notion is confirmed by the results of the userto-user task in R1, where user2vec provided more heterogeneous recommendations than d2v:CF, indicating its inferior capability of precisely modeling a user. The results of the other methods (LSA, LDA, word2vec) are worse than user2vec, TF-IDF and d2v:CF.
The fact that TF-IDF and d2v:CF both model different aspects of the data and both show outstanding performance motivates to combine them. Essentially, this would follow the principle of user2vec but using separate models to encode app usage information and app descriptions. We find that constructing a hybrid filtering model through concatenating the output vectors of TF-IDF and d2v:CF outperforms both TF-IDF and d2v:CF separately significantly, as displayed in Table 8 . It improves the performance of the supervised models by 2.23% AUC-ROC (1.26% absolutely) compared to the zero-baseline, averaged over all models. In contrast, a concatenation of TF-IDF and user2vec is only marginally better than TF-IDF alone. These results show that modeling information on content of apps and user behaviour separately and subsequently combining models' outputs yields significantly better results than joint modeling of app information and user behaviour (user2vec). This might be due to a positive effect of keeping noisy app descriptions out of the doc2vec model training to only have it optimize on usage histories. Complementing d2v:CF, TF-IDF seems to excel at extracting key information from short and often low-quality app descriptions. However, there is more data on users and apps available than just usage histories and app descriptions that could potentially yield performance improvements.
R3: Introducing Context-Awareness
Besides evaluating the performance of context2vec, we also investigate the performance change induced by directly including the metadata variables 11 in the supervised models as features. Since combinations with TF-IDF have shown to outperform all other methods, we continue to concatenate user vector representations generated by approaches that are subject to evaluation with TF-IDF vectors. In Table 9 we compare the resulting change in predictive performance between the combinations of TF-IDF with d2v:CF and user2vec excluding and including metadata as categorical/continuous numeric variables, and TF-IDF with context2vec. In this table we denote the direct inclusion of metadata as separate features in the supervised models (i.e. concatenation with user vector representations) as "+ meta". The results show that including additional metadata yields small improvements in predictive performance of the look-alike models. With a relative gain of 2.24% (1.27% absolutely), the best performing variant is the concatenation of TF-IDF and d2v:CF with metadata directly used as features in the supervised models (TF-IDF + d2v:CF + meta). However, analogous to TF-IDF + user2vec + meta, this method is only slightly better than its equivalent that does not include additional metadata. Interestingly, whereas TF-IDF + context2vec performs worse than TF-IDF + d2v:CF excluding and including metadata, it outperforms all combinations of TF-IDF with user2vec. This indicates that, first, the inclusion of context information is generally beneficial for the performance of downstream supervised models. Second, including context data in the training of the hybrid filtering model is even superior to directly including the data as features in the supervised models.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed user2vec and context2vec -novel hybrid filtering approaches for learning continuous representations of users through the application of the recent neural probabilistic 11 OS, city, genre, price, number of ratings, average rating Table 9 : R3. Absolute change compared to the zero-baseline (None) in AUC-ROC score for TF-IDF + context2vec and combinations of TF-IDF and d2v:CF/user2vec excl./incl. metadata directly as features in the supervised models ("+ meta").
language model algorithm doc2vec. What is more, we present further hybrid filtering variants that are the result of combinations of known collaborative and content-based approaches (TF-IDF + d2v:CF). Overall, our research has shown that generating embeddings through hybrid filtering using doc2vec has great potential to improve recommendation systems and predictive look-alike models.
Guided by three research questions (R1, R2, R3), we assessed our approaches against a variety of baselines both qualitatively in recommendation system settings and quantitatively using supervised machine learning models for look-alike modeling that predict age and gender of users. We found that the joint modeling of usage patterns and item descriptions by user2vec performs excellently in all recommendation tasks, whereas the inclusion of metadata (context2vec) seems to slightly deteriorate the quality of recommendations again. Furthermore, we showed that the generated user embeddings represent highly important features in predictive look-alike modeling algorithms. However, at the same time we saw that separately modeling usage patterns and item descriptions and eventually combining their results leads to superior performance. A hybrid filtering combination of TF-IDF aggregated on user level (CBF) and d2v:CF (CF) performed best, resulting in a relative average increase in predictive performance (AUC-ROC) of 2.23%. Finally, we evaluated the impact of introducing context awareness by extending user2vec to context2vec through explicitly including additional user and app metadata in the doc2vec model training. Results indicated that this improves predictive performance of downstream supervised models. In fact, improvements are even larger than directly including the additional metadata as categorical or numerical features in the supervised models. This highlights the gain of providing the doc2vec model with contextual information.
In future, we intend to investigate modifications of the loss function to introduce a differentiation between context data and item descriptions. Furthermore, we aim to explore the application of novel neural probabilistic language models tailored to blocks of text, such as "skip-thought-vectors" [17] , to recommendation systems.
